
National Church Committee Charter 

I. Purpose 
The National Church Committee (NCC) shall advise the board of directors on ways to better 
accomplish the mission of The Foursquare Church in the U.S. The committee shall review and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the financial stewardship, supervisory, missional, and 
administrative efforts to ensure that The Foursquare Church is church-centric in its purpose, 
perspectives, and procedures. The committee is intended to be a team of highly effective, 
insightful leaders who draw on their experience and knowledge of the field to help the U.S. 
church strategize to reach our rapidly changing society and world. 

II. Composition 
A. President* 
B. General Supervisor* 
C. Director of Missions* 
D. Pastors and ministers who are committed to the mission and message of The Foursquare 

Church and who are widely recognized as spiritually mature and fruitful.  

The members of the NCC shall not exceed 20. 

*Ex Officio 

III. Responsibilities and Authority 

The committee is to perform the following duties:  

A. To incorporate guidelines outlined for all board committees in section 4 of the Board 
Handbook unless otherwise clearly specified in this charter. 

B. To submit agenda items of importance to the board at any time through the chairperson 
or a board member on the committee. 

C. To advise the National Church Office (NCO) concerning its administrative processes and 
financial procedures as they pertain to purpose, mission, and goals.  

D. To assist the general supervisor to review and evaluate the overall health of the districts 
and effectiveness of the supervisors, superintendents, and district staff. Where needed, 
the NCC will recommend specific steps for improvement.  

E. To advise the board on relevant strategies and methods pertaining to the areas of 
evangelism, church multiplication, and leadership health and development 
(education/training) using the lens of age, gender, and ethnicity to ensure a diverse culture.  

F. To advise the general supervisor regarding ways to encourage and enable U.S. Foursquare 
churches to participate in our global missions strategy. 

G. Support the continued development of the licensing manual and interview process 
including translation into multiple languages in accordance to current realities (need, 
budget, standard protocol). 

H. Assist the general supervisor in determining whether all districts are using the licensing 
manual and interview process to qualify candidates for pastoral licenses. 

IV. Meeting and Administration 
A. The NCC will schedule two conference calls a year and two face-to-face meetings, 

coinciding with convention and an alternate time. All meetings shall be announced with 
sufficient advance notice and all members invited. 
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B. An annual in-person report shall be given to the board by the chairperson and/or the 
chairperson’s designee at one of the board’s face-to-face meetings, as scheduled by the 
office of the corporate secretary. 

C. The board may invite the NCC to report its most significant findings to the cabinet. 
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